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We compared
the survival requirements
of early- and lateborn motoneurons
from E5 chicken spinal cord. Density
gradient centrifugation
followed
by immunopanning
using
SC1 antibody allowed us to purify two size classes of motoneuron.
Large motoneurons
retained
by 6.8% metrizamide were shown by BrdU labeling
in ovo to be born on
average 1.5 d earlier than the small motoneurons
recovered from the metrizamide
pellet. Large motoneurons
were
both biochemically
and functionally
more mature: they expressed higher levels of choline acetyltransferase
and lowaffinity neurotrophin
receptor,
and had an acute requirement for trophic support from muscle-derived
factors. After
24 hr in culture in basal medium, all early-born
motoneurons died, whereas
60% of late-born
motoneurons
survived. Small motoneurons
can develop into large motoneurons in ovo, suggesting
that they represent
a general
transitional
stage in motoneuron
development.
Our results
suggest that a defined period elapses between birth of a
motoneuron
and its acquisition
of trophic
dependence,
possibly
corresponding
to the time required
for target innervation.
This property
may have important
consequences
for the timing and regulation
of developmental
motoneuron
death.
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By the end of the first 2 weeks of embryonic development in
the chick, many of the important stages in motoneuron differentiation are already complete (Hamburger,
1977). Following
their induction by factors derived from the floor plate and notochord, motoneuron precursors are among the earliest to cease
division (Hamburger, 1977; Yamada et al., 1993). After all have
established
contact with their target muscle (Landmesser,
1978a), the phase of developmental
motoneuron
death begins,
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and leads to the loss of approximately
half of the motoneurons
initially generated (Oppenheim,
1989).
Although these different phases occur sequentially, motoneurons do not enter them synchronously. Postmitotic motoneurons
appear in the spinal cord of the chicken embryo between E2.5
and E5 (Hollyday and Hamburger,
1977), and within a given
segment motoneuron birth is spread out over as much as I.5 d.
A comparable lack of synchrony is observed for developmental
motoneuron death, which in the lumbar spinal cord, for example,
extends from E6 to E9 (Hamburger,
1977). Thus, since death of
an individual
cell is extremely rapid, entry into apoptosis of
motoneurons at a given level also seems to be staggered. One
possible explanation of the fact that motoneuron birth and death
periods are both spread out over several days is that the first
motoneurons
to be born are also among the first to die. This
hypothesis has not been tested in vim
How could the lag between motoneuron birth and the onset
of cell death be explained‘? Survival of embryonic motoneurons
is regulated by neurotrophic factors derived from the target muscle, but the requirement for such factors seems to vary with age.
When a hindlimb bud is removed at E2, massive motoneuron
death starts only at E.5 and continues over the next 3 d (Hamburger, 1958; Oppenheim et al., 1978). Thus, motoneurons born
at E2.5 are either supported‘by
sources other than muscle until
E.5, or they acquire
a requirement
for trophic
support
only
at
this stage. The complexity of the in vivo environment makes it
difficult to distinguish between these possibilities.
These questions are best answered in vitro, where intrinsic
and extrinsic effects on motoneuron
survival can be distinguished. However, no method has been described for separating
motoneurons
on the basis of their birthdate. We hypothesized
that, since the size of motoneuron
cell bodies increases with
embryo age (Oppenheim et al., 1975), earlier-born
motoneurons
would be larger. Here we show that at appropriately early stages
(E5), large and small motoneurons may be physically separated
on the basis of their buoyant density and that their birthdates are
indeed significantly
different. Many late-born motoneurons purified at E.5, the beginning of the developmental
death period,
can survive in culture in the absence of trophic support, whereas
early-born motoneurons have an absolute requirement for muscle-derived factors. These results strongly suggest that, as in
some sensory systems (Vogel and Davies, 199l), newly postmitotic spinal motoneurons acquire trophic dependency only after a period corresponding
to the time necessary for target innervation.
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Materials

and Methods

Cell culture procedures and media. Laminin was purified from the EHS
sarcoma; medium supplements and cell culture-tested BSA were from
Sigma. All culture media and sera were from Gibco-BRL. “Complete
culture medium” was L15 medium, supplemented with sodium bicarbonate (0.19%, added directly from a 7.5% stock solution), glucose (20
mM), insulin (5 &ml),
sodium selenite (30 nM), conalbumin (0.1
mg/ml), progesterone (20 nM), putrescine (0.1 mM), penicillin (100
“L15-bicarbonate”
contained
IU/ml), and streotomvcin (100 &ml).
the indicated concentrations of bicarbonate and antibiotics only. Denervated muscle extract from neonatal chicks was prepared as described
(Henderson et al., 1983), and stored in aliquots at -20” which were
thawed only once. Glass coverslips were flamed in 95% ethanol and
incubated overnight at 37°C in LlS-bicarbonate before use. Substrata
were coated with poly-L-ornithine (1.5 kg/ml in water for 30 min at
room temperature), allowed to dry, and incubated with laminin (3 yglml
in LlS-bicarbonate) for 3 hr in the CO, incubator. Immediately before
cell culture, the laminin was replaced with fresh culture medium. Cells
were seeded at densities of 100 cells in 10 p,l per Terasaki well (Nunc)
and 20,000 cells in 600 p,l per 16 mm well.
Preparation of spinal cord dissociates. White Leghorn chicken embryos were incubated at 37.6”C for the indicated times. Dissected spinal
cords were treated with 0.05% trypsin in Ca*+-, Mg*+-free PBS for 15
min at 37°C. They were washed with complete serum-free culture medium and resuspended in 1 ml complete medium at room temperature
supplemented with BSA (1 mg/ml) and DNase (60 kg/ml) at a maximum of two spinal cords per tube. After trituration for eight gentle
strokes through a Gilson blue cone, any tissue fragments were allowed
to settle, the dissociated cells removed, and the fragments dissociated
by eight more strokes. Any remaining fragments were rejected. A hemocytometer was used to quantify cell yield and to verify that only single
cells were present. As dissociation at E7.5 did not give a homogeneous
suspension, the tissue fragments remaining after the first eight strokes
were discarded. Although the dissociated cells appeared healthy, they
did not develop as well in culture as did motoneurons from earlier
stages, so the cells retained by the 6.8% metrizamide were allowed to
attach to a poly+ornithine-coated
coverslip for 1 hr and processed
immediately for double staining.
Preparation of large motoneurons using metrizamide. In order to
avoid contamination of panned motoneurons by floor plate, which is
also labeled by SCl, spinal cords were subdissected longitudinally using
microscissors, generating half-cords, of which only one remained attached to the floor plate. Half-cords were dissociated as described above
and cell suspensions (up to four spinal cord equivalents per tube) were
loaded on to 1.5 ml cushions of 6.8% (w/v) metrizamide (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany) in L15 medium at room temperature in 10 ml Sterilin polystyrene tubes. Cells were centrifuged for 15 min at 400 X g at
room temperature with the brake off, then the band of cells at the metrizamide-medium interface was removed in a volume of approximately
1.0 ml and resuspended in 5 ml of L15 at room temperature. This
suspension was layered onto a 1 ml cushion of 4% (w/v) BSA (Sigma;
cell culture-tested BSA dialyzed overnight at 4°C against L15) and
centrifuged for 10 min at 300 X g. The cells in the pellet were resuspended gently in complete culture medium and counted. These are referred to as “large motoneurons.”
Purification of small motoneurons by immunopanning. The pellet of
small cells that passed through 6.8% metrizamide (see above) was resuspended in 10 ml L15 and placed in a Petri dish that had been coated
with SC1 antibody as described (Bloch-Gallego et al., 1991; Camu et
al., 1993). After 45 min at room temperature, the dish was washed
rapidly eight times with PBS and adherent cells were detached by agitation with 3 ml of SC1 hybridoma supernatant containing 15% fetal
calf serum. They were diluted with a further 3 ml of culture medium
and collected through BSA cushions as described above. These cells
are referred to as “small motoneurons.”
Measurement of neuronul survival. Three hours after seeding, initial
cell attachment was quantified in 10 low-magnification
microscopic
fields (16 mm wells) or in at least six independent wells (Terasaki) using
a phase-contrast microscope. All phase-bright cells were counted whether or not they had neurites, and this value was taken as 100% survival.
On subsequent days, cells with neurites more than two cell diameters
in length were counted in the same fields; their number was expressed
relative to the initial value for the same well.
Immunostuining of neuronul cultures. Living cultures to be stained
with SC1 or M7412 antibodies were incubated for 30 min in the CO,
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incubator with a lo-fold dilution of the hybridoma supernatant. After
three gentle washes with L15 medium, they were fixed for 30 min at
room temperature using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. After two washes with PBS and a 30 min incubation in PBS/2% BSA, subsequent incubations were with biotinylated
anti-mouse IgG (Amersham; 1: 100) and streptavidin-fluorescein (Bethesda Research Labs; 1: 100) or streptavidin-horseradish-peroxidase
(Amersham; 1:500). Fluorescent cells were mounted in Citifluor and
photographed using a Nikon Microphot FXA. Cultures to be stained
with the anti-Islet-l monoclonal antibody 4D5 were fixed for 20 min
with ice-cold 4% PFA in PBS. After three washes, cells were incubated
for 10 min in 50 mM lysine and 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS, then for
30 min in PBS containing 10% horse serum, 2% BSA, and 0.1% Triton.
The first antibody was incubated 1 hr at room temperature at 1:200 in
the same buffer, followed by FITC- or Cy3-coupled anti-mouse antibody (Sigma; 1: 100). For BrdU detection, labeled cells were fixed with
4% PFA, and histones were removed using 2 M HCl for 60 min at room
temperature. After two washes with LlS-bicarbonate and two with PBS,
anti-BrdU fluorescein antibody (Boehringer clone BMC 9318; 1: 100)
was added for 1 hr at room temperature. The double-labeling experiment shown in Figure 3 was done by first following the Islet-l procedure with a second antibody coupled to rhodamine. After fixation for
10 mn with 4% PFA, HCl was added before applying the anti-BrdU
antibody.
BrdU injection. For the experiment shown in Figure 4, 100 ~1 of the
indicated concentrations of BrdU (Boehringer) in Ll,5 were dropped
onto the choriallantoid membrane in ovo at 48 hr (100 FM), 72 hr (200
PM),
96 hr (1 mM), and 120 hr (1 mM) of incubation. Injections made
on a given day were always followed by injection at the subsequent
time points, so as to prevent BrdU dilution. The concentrations used
were determined in preliminary experiments to be the maximum sublethal dose at each stage. Spinal cords were dissected at 132 hr (E5.5)
of incubation.
Assay for choline ucetyltransferase (ChAT). Choline acetyltransferase
activity was measured by a modification of the method of Fonnum
(1975). Briefly, cell homogenates were prepared by trituration in 0.2%
Triton X-100 and 0.2 M NaCl, and stored at -20°C. Small volumes (10
p,l) of homogenate were incubated with an equal volume of assay cocktail containing ZH-acetyl coenzyme A for 20 min, then the reaction was
stopped and toluene-soluble radioactivity was counted using a scintillation counter. Background samples in which cell homogenate was replaced by extraction buffer routinely gave less than 5% of maximal
values; all measured activities were corrected by subtraction of
background. Incubation with acetylcholinesterase in the absence of eserine typically reduced recovered radioactivity by 95%.
Measurement of p75NGF~RmRNA in motoneuron populations. A quantitative RT-PCR technique was used to measure p75 mRNA in small
and large motoneurons, as described in detail elsewhere (Allsopp et al.,
1993). Briefly, this technique uses two internal controls: the ratio between signals corresponding to p75 and the ubiquitous, constitutively
expressed L27 ribosomal protein controls for the efficiency of the
mRNA extraction, and the addition of a slightly larger p75 or L27 RNA
standard to the RNA preparation controls for the efficiency of the reverse transcription and amplification steps. The level of each mRNA
was determined by densitometrically comparing the relative intensities
of the mRNA and RNA standard amplification products on autoradiographs. The results are expressed as the quotient of the amount of p75
and L27 mRNAs extracted for small and large motoneurons.

Results
Two distinct populations of motoneuron
present in E5 chicken spinal cord

are simultaneously

To separate developing motoneurons on the basis of their size,
we used the metrizamide
density centrifugation
method, which
enriches for large cells on the basis of their lower buoyant density (Schnaar and Schaffner, 1981; Dohrmann et al., 1986, 1987;
Arakawa et al., 1990; Comella et al., 1994). In dissociates of
embryonic chicken spinal cords prepared at E4.5 or before, no
cells were retained by 6.8% metrizamide (not shown). We therefore measured the diameter of freshly dissociated total spinal
cord cells over the subsequent days (Fig. 1A). At ES, E6, and
E7, dissociates contained a majority of smaller cells (<lo pm),
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Table 1. Rostrocaudal
motoueurons

distribution

of large and small

Region of
E5 spinal cord

Motoneuron yield (% of total dissociated cells)
Large motoneurons
Small motoneurons

Cervical
Brachial
Thoracic
Lumbar

3.6
3.6
2.8
3.1

k 0.8
+ 0.8
k 0.5
?Z 0.6

0.9
1.3
0.5
1.0

+
2
It
+-

0.4
0.4
0.1
0.3

Cervical (segments 5-lo), brachial (segments 14-17), thoracic (segments 1922), and lumbar (segments 24-29) regions of spinal cords from E5 chicken
embryos were subdissected and used separately to prepare large and small
motoneurons
by the metrizamide-panning
method. The number of cells obtained was expressed as a percentage of the total number loaded onto the

metrizamide cushion. Results are expressed as mean ir SEM (n = 2-5 independent experiments). Yields of small motoneurons may underestimate their
true abundance relative to large motoneurons, as additional steps are involved
in their purification.

60

0

T

60

cell diameter (microns)
Figure
1. Two classes of motoneuron are simultaneously present in
E5 chicken spinal cord. A, Phase-contrast micrograph of dissociated
cells from total 5 d (stage 26) spinal cord. A subpopulation of larger
cells (arrowheads)
is clearly apparent. Scale bar, 50 p.m. B, Histogram
of size distributions for lumbar spinal neurons from 5 d (stage 26; jilled
bars), 6 d (stage 29; open bars), and 7 d (stage 31; hatched bars)
chicken embryos. The bin labeled 7-10 p,rn includes those cells with a

but alsoa significant numberof larger cells (>lO pm) (Fig. 1B).
The proportion and absolutesize of the latter was nearly constant. Given that motoneuron abundanceshould actually decreaseduring this period as a result of motoneurondeath and
continuing proliferation of other spinalcells, this suggestedthat
fractions of large cells from older embryoscontainedmore nonmotoneurons.We therefore decidedto use the metrizamidegradient method at the earliest stage(5 d) at which we observed
clear differences in cell size.
Spinal cords from 5 d chicken embryos were subdissectedto
remove floorplate, dissociated,and fractionated by centrifugation over 6.8% metrizamidecushions.The band of cells remaining above the cushionwascollectedby centrifugation. Typically,
35,000 cells per half-embryo (seeMaterials and Methods) were
obtained by this procedure, representingapproximately 3% of
total cells in the spinal cord dissociate.After 20 hr in culture on
polyornithine-laminin in the presenceof muscleextract to allow
regenerationof surfaceantigens,the cultureswere labeledusing
antibodiesto the motoneuronmarkersSC1 (Fig. 2A) and Islet-l
(Fig. 2C,E). At this stage, both SC1 and Islet-l antibodiesapparently label all motoneurons(Ericson et al., 1992).Of neurons
purified in this manner, 90 + 2% (n = 8 experiments) were
SC1 positive and 81 + 6% (n = 6) stainedfor Islet-l. A fraction
(ca. 10%) of cells that were denseenough to passthrough the
metrizamide cushion were also found to be SCl-positive neurons (not shown). This secondpopulation was therefore further
purified by immunopanningon SC1 antibody (Bloch-Gallego et
al., 1991; Camu et al., 1993). The yield of thesecells was approximately 20,000 per half-embryo; they were 95 +- 2% enriched for SCI-labeled neurons(Fig. 2B) and 65 + 2% for Isletl-positive neurons (Fig. 2D,F),
suggesting that they too
representeda highly enriched population of motoneurons.
The size distribution of the cells in each motoneuronpreparation was measuredbefore seeding(Fig. 1C). The averagediameter of the motoneuronsretained by 6.8% metrizamide was
13.8 + 0.3 pm (SEM; 12= 77), as reported by others(Comella
et al., 1994), and that of the pannedcells from the metrizamide
t
diameterincludedin the range7.1-10.0pm. The fractionof largecells
doesnot significantly change over this period. C, Histogram of size
distribution of large motoneurons retained by 6.8% metrizamide cushions (solid bars) compared with small motoneurons (open bars) purified
by immunopanning from the metrizamide pellet.
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Figure 2. Estimation of purity of the “large” and “small” motoneuron populations using antibodies to the motoneuron markers SC1 and Islet-l.
Immunofluorescence labeling of large (A, C, E) and small (B, D, F) motoneurons after 1 d in culture on a polyornithine-laminin
substratum in the
presence of 25 pg/ml muscle extract. Cells were stained using monoclonal antibodies to SC1 (A, B) or Islet-l (E, F). C and D, Same cells as in E
and F viewed using differential interference contrast optics. Note the Islet-l-negative neuron in D. Scale bar, 50 km.
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Figure 3. Determination of motoneuron birthdate by BrdU incorporation. Large (A, B) and small (C, D) motoneurons were purified at E5.5 from
a chick embryo injected with BrdU at E4 and E5. Double labeling using antibodies to Islet-l (A, C) and BrdU (B, D) is shown; only nuclei are
labeled. Note the small Islet-l-positive motoneuron that has incorporated BrdU during the fifth day of embryonic development (C, D). Scale bar,

pellet was 6.5 + 0.2 pm (n = 66); very little overlap in the
size distribution was observed(Fig. 1C). We shalltherefore refer
to the former as “large motoneurons” and to the latter as “small
motoneurons.”
To ascertainthat the large motoneuronsdid not simply represent more rostra1neuronsthat had differentiated earlier, cervical, brachial, thoracic, and lumbar sectionsof spinalcord were
dissectedand submittedto the metrizamide-panningprocedure.
The relative yield of large motoneuronsdid not vary significantly betweenthe different levels (Table 1). In particular, large
motoneuronswere not restricted to the lateral motor columnsof
the limb segments.Small motoneuronswere abundant in limb
segments,demonstratingthat they are not preganglionic sympathetic neurons, whose precursorsare potentially labeled by
SC1 and Islet-l (Tanaka and Obata, 1984; Ericson et al., 1992)
but are absentfrom brachial and lumbar regions of the spinal
cord (Oppenheimet al., 1989).
As expected from the size histogramsof spinal cord dissociates (Fig. lB), the metrizamide step gave less enrichment for
motoneuronsat later stages.Using total spinalcord at E6, only

55 4 3% (n = 5) of the cells retained by 6.8% metrizamide
were stained by SC1 antibody, and at later stageseven lower
values were obtained (not shown).
Large motoneuronsare born earlier than small motoneurons
The meanbirthdate of the large and small motoneuronpopulations at E5 was investigated by mitotic labeling. As pulse labeling is not possiblein ovo (Hollyday and Hamburger, 1977),
BrdU was injected every 24 hr starting at different embryonic
ages,and spinal cords were dissectedat E5.5. Motoneuronsthat
.were postmitotic at the time of injection were thus unlabeled.
The choice of E5.5 asthe age of dissectionwas dictated by two
considerations:(1) BrdU injection slightly sloweddevelopment,
meaningthat in embryos that had been treated for severaldays
not enoughmotoneuronswere large enoughat E5 to be retained
on the metrizamidecushion; and (2) to obtain values for mitotic
index at E5 required leaving the embryos longer to allow for
diffusion and incorporation of the BrdU. A secondary consequenceof using slightly older embryos (seeabove) was that the
purity of the large and smallmotoneuronpreparationswas lower
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age at first BrdU injection
Figure 4. Large and small motoneurons have different birthdates.
BrdU was applied daily to chicken embryos starting on the indicated
embryonic day. Large (0) and small (0) motoneurons were purified
from each embryo at E5.5, cultured overnight, and then double labeled
for Islet-l and BrdU. Counts were expressed as the percentage of Isletpositive neurons in each preparation that had incorporated BrdU. Values
are expressed as mean !z range of 24 independent experiments.
than for E5 embryos (63 + 5% and 56 ? 5% Islet-l-positive

neurons, respectively; n = 6). To take this into account, the
mitotic index was assessed
as the percentageof Islet-l-positive
neuronslabeledby BrdU. This was counted directly in doublelabeled preparations(Fig. 3).
Daily injections of BrdU starting at E2 labeled essentiallyall
large and smallmotoneurons,asexpected (Fig. 4) (Hollyday and
Hamburger,1977). By E3, nearly 40% of large motoneuronsare
born. The most striking difference between the populations is
seenat E4, at which stage 85% of the large motoneuronsare
already postmitotic, whereasnearly 70% of the small motoneurons have yet to be born. The majority of small motoneurons
are therefore born in the 24 hr preceding normal motoneuron
purification at E5. Only very rare motoneuronswere labeledby
a single injection at E5. This cannot be explained by a delay
between injection and incorporation of the BrdU, as the same
injection at E5 labeled 30% of the total spinal cord cells, presumablycorrespondingto later-maturingneuronaland glial populations. Theseresultsconfirm that motoneuronsborn early and
late within the period of motoneurongeneration can indeed be
separatedclearly on the basisof their size, and that most of the
small motoneuronsare newly postmitotic.
Large motoneuronsare biochemically more mature than small
motoneurons
Levels of choline acetyltransferase(ChAT) activity are relatively
low in early motoneuronsand increase during development
(Phelpset al., 1990). To determinewhether small and large motoneuronsrepresenteddifferent stagesof maturation, we measured ChAT activity in freshly dissociatedmotoneurons.In a
typical experiment, radioactivity incorporatedinto acetylcholine
by the contentsof lo5 smallandlarge motoneurons,respectively,
was 4460 dpm and 13,515dpm, representinga threefold higher
specific ChAT activity in large motoneurons.
Another moleculewhoseexpressionin motoneuronsincreases
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over the period leading up to the beginning of cell death is the
low-affinity neurotrophin receptor, p75NGF-R (Raivich et al.,
1985; Yan and Johnson,1987). Although the biological role of
this molecule on chick motoneuronsat this stage is not clear
(Arakawa et al., 1990; Oppenheim et al., 1992; Hendersonet
al., 1993), we used it as a marker for early motoneuronmaturation. Using the monoclonal antibody M7412 (Tanaka et al.,
1989), which recognizes the chicken ~75 (H. Tanaka and B.
Buisson, unpublishedresults) and stains motoneuronsin early
embryonic spinalcord, cultures of small and large motoneurons
were labeled with M7412 after 1 d in culture (Fig. 5A,B). Although many cells in eachpopulation showedspecific labeling,
staining of large motoneuronswas significantly more intense
(Fig. 5B). We confirmed this finding using a quantitative RTPCR assayfor chicken ~75 mRNA (Fig. 5C,D) on freshly prepared suspensions
of large and small motoneuronsfrom E5 embryos. Expressed relative to the control L27 mRNA, large
motoneuronscontainedon average2.5-fold higher levels of ~75
mRNA (Fig. 5D). Theseresults demonstratethat by E5 earlyborn motoneuronsare biochemically more mature than newly
postmitotic motoneurons.
Trophic dependenceof large and small motoneurons
The increasedlevels of low-affinity neurotrophin receptor on
large motoneuronssuggestedthat they might also be functionally more mature. We therefore comparedtheir needfor trophic
support with that of the small motoneurons.Large and small
motoneuronswere seededat low density in complete culture
medium with supplementsbut in the absenceof muscleextract.
They were counted3 hr after seedingand then at daily intervals.
Their behavior was strikingly different: at low density (30
cells/well) in Terasakiwells, virtually all large motoneuronsdied
within 24 hr, whereas>30% of smallmotoneuronssurvived for
2 d (Fig. 6A). The delay in the death of small as comparedto
large motoneurons, measuredas the separation between the
curves, was l-2 d. A comparabledifference was observed at
higher density: when 20,000 motoneuronsof each class were
seededin 16 mm wells, only 15% of large motoneuronssurvived
for 2 d in culture, whereas42% of small motoneuronswere still
alive after 4 d. The rapid death of large motoneuronswas unlikely to result from the method of preparation,as small motoneurons underwent more purification steps. Nevertheless,we
subjectedlarge motoneuronsto immunopanningon SC1: they
still died rapidly (not shown). In order to confirm that the small
neuronsthat survived in basal medium were indeed motoneurons, neuronsgrown at 10,000cells/well were stainedfor Islet- 1
after different times in culture. After 4 d of culture in basal
medium, 54% of Islet-l-positive small motoneuronssurvived,
whereasthe correspondingfigure in cultures of large motoneurons was only 6%; the relative abundanceof Islet-l-positive
neuronsremainedconstant in each case.
We compared the ability of each population to respond to
trophic support. Since the preciseneurotrophic factors involved
in the chicken system are not well understood,we used denervated muscleextract, which hasbeen shown to have the widest
rangeof protective actions (and the highestefficacy) on chicken
motoneuronsin ovo (Oppenheimet al., 1993). Muscle extract
did not enhancecell attachment(not shown), but after only 1 d
in culture, a dose-dependent
effect of muscleextract on survival
of both populationswasevident (Fig. 6B). However, survival of
large motoneuronsin optimal concentrationsof muscleextract
was sixfold higher than that in basal medium, reflecting their
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small

large

Figure 5. Large motoneurons express higher levels of low-affinity neurotrophin receptor. A, B, Immunofluorescence labeling using the M7412
monoclonal antibody, which recognizes the chicken p75NGF-R. Photographs of small (A) and large (B) motoneurons labeled and photographed in
identical conditions are shown. Scale bar, 25 pm. C, Quantitative RT-PCR on mRNA extracted from two independent small motoneuron samples
(lanes 1, 2) and three independent large motoneuron samples (lanes 5-7). Controls without RTase are shown in lanes 3 and 4. Amplified fragments
obtained using ~75 (upper gel) and L27 control primers (lower gel) are shown. On each gel, the lowerband represents amplification of the mRNA
and the upper ooze the amplification of the RNA recovery standard. D, Quantification of relative levels of ~75 mRNA by densitometry of the
autoradiographs shown in ?.
acute requirement
for trophic support. The variation in small
motoneuron
survival was only IA-fold over the same range of
muscle extract concentrations.
The dose-response
curve for
large motoneurons could not be completed in these low-density
cultures, as higher concentrations
of muscle extract were toxic.
However, at higher density, 83% of large motoneurons survived
for 4 d in culture in the presence of muscle extract and only
13% in its absence, demonstrating
that most of the large motoneurons are indeed viable and responsive to muscle extract.

Small motoneuronsare precursors of large motoneurons
It was formally possible that the early- and late-born motoneuron
populations that we had separated were independent, and did not
represent general stages in the early maturation of spinal motoneurons. We used both in vitro and in vivo methods to demonstrate that at least a fraction (and probably all) of the small
motoneurons
are indeed developmental
precursors of the large
population.

We first determined whether small motoneurons could mature
in vitro in the presence of muscle extract so as to
functionally
acquire the trophic dependence of large motoneurons. It was not
feasible to replace muscle extract with basal medium after different periods of culture, as (1) the time period involved was
too short and (2) the trophic components of muscle extract remain bound to the laminin substratum in these conditions (A.
Gouin and C. E. Henderson, unpublished
results). We therefore
compared the responsiveness to muscle extract of large motoneurons after 2 d of culture to that of small motoneurons
after
3 d. The two dose-response curves are superimposable
(Fig. 7),
and only slightly different from the curve for large motoneurons
at 1 d of culture (Fig. 6B). These results suggest that small
motoneurons acquire trophic responsiveness in culture approximately l-2 d later than large motoneurons, in agreement with
the data of Figure 6A and the difference in their birthdates (Fig.
4).
To follow the fate of the small motoneuron population in ovo,
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Figure 7. Late-born motoneurons acquire trophic dependence with
time in culture. Comparison of the slopes of the dose-response curves
of (0) small motoneurons after 3 d in culture and (0) large motoneurons after 2 d in culture. Results are means -C SEM (n = 6).

small motoneurons,we performed the sameexperiment except
that BrdU injection was started at E5, too late to label a significant proportion of the small population (see Fig. 4). In these
conditions, no BrdU labeling was detectedin the population of
large motoneuronsat E7.5.

0’

10"

loo

10’

lo2

% muscle extract
Figure 6. Newly postmitotic motoneurons show less trophic dependence than earlier-born motoneurons. A, Small motoneurons show delayed death in the absence of trophic support. Large (0) and small (0)
motoneurons were seeded in Terasaki wells in complete culture medium
without muscle extract. Surviving neurons were counted at the indicated
times; values were expressed relative to the number that attached to the
dish after 4 hr. B, Muscle extract has proportionally less effect on small
than on large motoneurons. Large (0) and small (0) motoneurons were
cultured in the presence of the indicated dilutions of muscle extract
(100% = 6 mglml).

we labeledtheir precursorswith BrdU at a stage(E4.5) at which
large motoneuronsshouldalready be post-mitotic. Embryos received injections of BrdU (100 p,l of 1 mM) at E4.5 and E5.5,
and the percentageof large Islet- 1-positive motoneuronslabeled
with BrdU was determined at E5.5 and E7.5. No large motoneuronswere labeledin E5.5 spinalcord. In contrast, 3000 large
motoneuronsper spinal cord were labeled in embryos that had
been allowed to mature to E7.5. This demonstratesthat many
smallmotoneuronscan becomelarge motoneuronsin the course
of the 3 d following their birth. To confirm that the precursors
of the double-labeledlarge motoneuronsat E7.5 were indeed

Discussion
The combination of a method basedon density (me&amide)
with another based on antigenic specificity (panning on SC1
antibody) has allowed us to isolate two distinct populationsof
motoneuronfrom spinalcords of 5 d chicken embryos, in which
the period of naturally occurring cell death is about to begin.
The large early-born motoneuronsare functionally more mature
and have an acute requirementfor muscleextract, whereasthe
small newly postmitotic motoneuronsdie only slowly in its absence.
Our data suggestthat the first motoneuronsborn in ova are
likely to be amongthe first to die, and that late-born motoneurons are lost only toward the end of the cell death period. In
other words, the sequentialbirth of motoneuronsin a given segment is likely to be mirrored later by death of half of them in
roughly the sameorder. Although ia vivo data that addressthis
questionare not available, the potential consequences
of such a
pattern are considerable.Within the lumbar motor column, for
instance, motoneuronsdestinedto innervate the ventral muscle
massare born before the dorsally projecting population (Hollyday and Hamburger, 1977; Landmesser,197813).Therefore, it
is likely that competition for trophic support from the muscle
occurs at an earlier stage in the ventrally projecting pool than
in the dorsally projecting group. If muscle(or other tissues)producesdifferent neurotrophic factors at different stages,then the
survival of thesetwo apparently similar populationsmay be controlled by quite different mechanisms.Indirect support for this
idea comesfrom the observation that application in ovo of the
neurotrophinBDNF is effective in saving motoneuronsonly during the secondhalf of the cell death period (R. W. Oppenheim,
personalcommunication).
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Our results are consistent with the view that the small newly
postmitotic motoneurons represent a normal intermediate stage
in the development of the more mature population purified as
large motoneurons. The strongest evidence for this is that a population of motoneurons that are born after E4.5 and still small
at E5 copurified 2.5 d later with the large motoneuron population. Because of the variability in yield inherent in the multistep
purification protocol, and because the percentage of small motoneurons labeled by late BrdU injections is exquisitely sensitive
to individual embryo age (Fig. 4), it was not possible to determine whether the developmental conversion of small to large
motoneurons was quantitative. However, the 3000 double-labeled large motoneurons per spinal cord found at E7.5, representing approximately 10% of the small motoneurons at E5.5,
are within the range expected (O-40%; see Fig. 4) if the smalllarge transition concerned the whole motoneuron population.
Furthermore, our in vitro results (Fig. 7) suggest that the size
transition is accompanied by a change of functional trophic requirements with time. The alternative would be that late-born
motoneurons represent a distinct subpopulation by their size,
biochemical properties, and late onset of trophic dependence.
However, no bimodal distribution in the size of dying motoneurons has been described (Oppenheim et al., 1975). Moreover, we
found similar proportions of large and small motoneurons at all
rostrocaudal levels (Table l), demonstrating that small motoneurons are not a specialized subpopulation (nor are they the preganglionic neurons of the column of Terni which also express
SC1 and Islet-l but are absent from limb segments) (Tanaka and
Obata, 1984; Oppenheim et al., 1989; Ericson et al., 1992). Developmental increases in size, ChAT levels, and p75 expression
are part of the normal properties of the majority of motoneurons
(Oppenheim et al., 1975; Yan and Johnson, 1987; Phelps et al.,
1990). We therefore favor the idea that each motoneuron subpopulation requires a period of maturation after the last mitosis
before becoming dependent on muscle-derived factors. These
developmental stages may correspond to the developmental
phases I, II, and III defined by Prestige (1967) for Xenopus motoneurons on the basis of their response to limb amputation.
A similar phenomenon has been described for embryonic sensory neurons. Neurons of the geniculate, petrosal, and nodose
ganglia isolated at early postmitotic stages survive for periods
of several days in the absence of trophic support, before becoming dependent on BDNF (Vogel and Davies, 1991). In accordance with our observation for small and large motoneurons
(Fig. 6), the rate at which each population dies is characteristic.
The earliest time of response to BDNF varies by about 2 d
between vestibular and nodose ganglia, which show the greatest
difference. In the sensory system, the distinct localization of
each population allows a further correlation to be made: neurons
that in viva take longer to reach their target survive longer in
vitro before responding to BDNF (Vogel and Davies, 1991). No
comparable data exist concerning the very early stages of muscle
innervation by motoneurons, and interpretation is complicated
by the fact that motor axons wait for some time at the base of
the limb before invading the developing muscle masses (Hollyday, 1980), but it is tempting to speculate that the period of
trophic independence corresponds to the period necessary for
target innervation. Indeed, although some axons have left the
spinal cord at both brachial and lumbar levels as early as E4
(Fouvet, 1973), the majority grow out over the next 36 hr (Landmesser, 1980), so that the number of axons in the ventral root
swells from 800 to 5500 over this period (Chu-Wang and Op-

penheim, 1978). By E5.5, essentially all motoneurons can be
labeled by retrograde transport from the limb muscles (Oppenheim and Chu-Wang, 1977) and some have formed primitive
functional contacts with their target muscle (Landmesser,
1978a).
Metrizamide density gradients were first introduced as a method for enriching motoneurons by Schnaar and Schaffner (1981).
Using a modification of this technique with E6 chicken embryos,
Dohrmann et al. (1986) estimated motoneuron abundance in the
metrizamide fraction to be >95%, based on extrapolation from
a value of 24% neurons labeled by retrograde transport of rhodamine from the limb. Our results using the motoneuron markers
SC1 and Islet-l suggest that the true figure may be closer to
50% at E6. Based on our analysis of cell size distribution in
spinal cord dissociates (Fig. l), we used metrizamide cushions
at earlier developmental stages. At E5, large neurons are recovered by this procedure in reasonable yield and with excellent
one-step enrichment (>80%) for motoneurons, as also recently
demonstrated by Comella et al. (1994). The simplicity of the
dissection, the rapidity of the procedure, and the lack of requirement for specific reagents or apparatus make it probably preferable to both the method of Arakawa et al. (1990) and to our
panning procedure (Bloch-Gallego et al., 1991) for routine applications requiring a homogeneous population of E5 motoneurons that are completely free of non-neuronal cells.
Motoneuron survival in vivo is regulated by both intrinsic and
extrinsic factors. Among the former, we may count the acquisition of trophic dependence and the timing of cell death, whereas obvious examples of the latter are the muscle-derived trophic
factors that still have clearly to be defined, especially in the
chick. However, interactions between the two types of influence
are considerably more complex. One example concerns motoneurons innervating wing and leg muscles. Although the first
axons invade wing and leg at similar stages (Fouvet, 1973), and
both populations acquire trophic dependence at E6 (Laing,
1982), cell death in the brachial motor column does not start
until E8 (Hamburger, 1975; Oppenheim and Majors-Willard,
1978; Laing, 1982), at which stage death in the lumbar column
is more than half complete. This may in part be determined by
intrinsic differences in the response of each population to extrinsic muscle-derived factors (Mettling et al., 1993). Another
example is that exogenous factors can accelerate maturation of
sensory neurons before they become dependent on these factors
for survival (Wright et al., 1992). In this context, the novel population of purified newly postmitotic motoneurons described
here should be useful for studying the regulation of the processes
leading up to the “choice” between death and survival.
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